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•• Brief (I promise) review of PRT and last round Brief (I promise) review of PRT and last round 
of changesof changes

–– Rescoring of a few elementsRescoring of a few elements
–– Structural change and its effect on scoresStructural change and its effect on scores

•• Model outputModel output
–– What do the numbers mean?What do the numbers mean?
–– 5 handouts in total (by the last slide)5 handouts in total (by the last slide)

•• Model variable definition tableModel variable definition table-- updated with scores!updated with scores!
•• Model Output ranking listModel Output ranking list
•• Model Output nutrition ranking listModel Output nutrition ranking list
•• Model weights spreadsheetsModel weights spreadsheets
•• This presentation handoutThis presentation handout

SSLMC Proposal Ranking ToolSSLMC Proposal Ranking Tool
Outline of PresentationOutline of Presentation
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How does fishing How does fishing 
alter the prey field?alter the prey field?

How sensitive areHow sensitive are
SSL to fishing?SSL to fishing?

How often do target How often do target 
species occur in SSL diet?species occur in SSL diet?

Relative significance of proposed changes in fishery regulationsRelative significance of proposed changes in fishery regulations
that pertain to SSL and their preythat pertain to SSL and their prey

Effects of fishing on fishEffects of fishing on fish Effects of fishing on SSLEffects of fishing on SSL

SeasonSeason

% TAC% TAC

DurationDuration

SeasonSeasonSiteSite--typetype

ProximityProximity

% sites% sites

SubSub--regionregion

TargetTarget

SummerSummer
WinterWinter
SummerSummer--WinterWinter
WinterWinter--SummerSummer

11--5%5%
66--10%10%
>10%>10%
No changeNo change

ShorterShorter

LongerLonger

Same durationSame duration

11--10%10%
1111--25%25%
2626--50%50%
5151--75%75%
7676--100%100%

00--3 nm3 nm
33--10 nm10 nm
1010--20 nm20 nm
20+ nm20+ nm
Not CHNot CH

Winter RookeryWinter Rookery
Winter HauloutWinter Haulout
Winter OtherWinter Other

SummerSummer
WinterWinter

Pacific codPacific cod
PollockPollock
Atka mackerelAtka mackerel

EGOAEGOA
CGOACGOA
WGOAWGOA
EAI/BSEAI/BS
CAICAI
WAIWAI
PribsPribs

Summer RookerySummer Rookery
Summer HauloutSummer Haulout
Summer OtherSummer Other

OtherOther

SSLMC voted on the relative SSLMC voted on the relative 
importance of these elements in importance of these elements in 

regards to their impact to SSL based regards to their impact to SSL based 
on expert judgment. on expert judgment. 

If new information becomes available, If new information becomes available, 
different judgments could be different judgments could be 
incorporated into the model.incorporated into the model.
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How does fishing alter the Prey Field?How does fishing alter the Prey Field?
11stst DimensionDimension

Variables include:Variables include:
••SeasonSeason
••Target removals Target removals (% TAC) (% TAC) 
••DurationDuration of Fisheryof Fishery
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First Dimension First Dimension -- Effects of fishing on fishEffects of fishing on fish

SeasonSeason SummerSummer WinterWinter SummerSummer--Winter ShiftWinter Shift WinterWinter--Summer ShiftSummer Shift

% TAC% TAC 11--5%5% 66--10%10% >10%>10% No ChangeNo Change

DurationDuration ShorterShorter LongerLongerSameSame

To what extent does fishing alter the (target) prey field by seaTo what extent does fishing alter the (target) prey field by season, son, 
putting the percentage of removal and duration of removal in theputting the percentage of removal and duration of removal in the
context of the current situation?context of the current situation?

48 possible bins48 possible bins

No changes in scoring or structure, and no structural adjustmentNo changes in scoring or structure, and no structural adjustmentss
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How sensitive are SSL to fishing?How sensitive are SSL to fishing?
Site Type and Proximity ComponentSite Type and Proximity Component

22ndnd Dimension Dimension –– Part 1Part 1

Variables includeVariables include
••SSL SiteSSL Site--type type 
••Proximity to site Proximity to site 
••% sites affected% sites affected
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% sites% sites

SiteSite--typetype Win RookWin Rook Win HaulWin Haul Win OtherWin OtherSum RookSum Rook Sum HaulSum Haul Sum OtherSum Other

ProximityProximity 00--3nm3nm 33--10nm10nm 1010--20nm20nm 20+nm20+nm Not CHNot CH

To what extent are the SSL sensitive to fishing activity, in relTo what extent are the SSL sensitive to fishing activity, in relation to ation to 
proximity to a given site type, and the percentage of sites affeproximity to a given site type, and the percentage of sites affected in cted in 
the subthe sub--region, by season?region, by season?

Second Dimension Second Dimension -- Effects of fishing on SSL Effects of fishing on SSL -- ProximityProximity

1%1%--10%10% 11%11%--25%25% 26%26%--50%50% 51%51%--75%75% 76%76%--100%100%

102 possible bins102 possible bins

ReRe--weighted elementweighted element

ReRe--weighted elementweighted element
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Type of SSL SiteType of SSL Site

••Summer Rookery  Summer Rookery  -- >50 pups counted in at least one year since 1975 (39)>50 pups counted in at least one year since 1975 (39)
••Summer Haulout Summer Haulout -- >200 non>200 non--pups counted in at least one yearpups counted in at least one year

since 1990 (47)since 1990 (47)
••Summer Other Summer Other –– site does not meet minimum number of observations in site does not meet minimum number of observations in 

the summer to count as haulout or rookery since 1990, but is stithe summer to count as haulout or rookery since 1990, but is stillll
critical habitat under ESA (>200 noncritical habitat under ESA (>200 non--pups counted at least once)pups counted at least once)

••Winter Rookery Winter Rookery –– site is a rookery in summer  and a haulout in wintersite is a rookery in summer  and a haulout in winter
(>100 non(>100 non--pups counted in at least one yearpups counted in at least one year since 1990)since 1990)

••Winter Haulout Winter Haulout –– >100 non>100 non--pups counted in at least one yearpups counted in at least one year
since 1990 (92)since 1990 (92)

••Winter Other Winter Other -- site does not meet minimum number of observations in site does not meet minimum number of observations in 
the winter to count as the winter to count as haulouthaulout since 1990, but is still critical habitatsince 1990, but is still critical habitat
under ESA (>200 nonunder ESA (>200 non--pups counted at least once)pups counted at least once)

Definitions from NMML Definitions from NMML –– refer to question 32refer to question 32
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The Priority of SSL Site Type by Season

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

W inter other

Summer other

W inter haulout

Summer haulout

W inter rookery

Summer rookery

Priority
The SSC suggests that the SSLMC reexamine which The SSC suggests that the SSLMC reexamine which 
season is the most important for SSL, especially adult season is the most important for SSL, especially adult 
females. Summer females. Summer hauloutshaulouts are ranked second, below are ranked second, below 
summer rookeries but ahead of winter rookeries and summer rookeries but ahead of winter rookeries and 
winter winter hauloutshaulouts. However, summer . However, summer hauloutshaulouts are occupied are occupied 
by nonby non--reproductive animalsreproductive animals
without the strong affinity to specific terrestrial sites. It without the strong affinity to specific terrestrial sites. It 
might be appropriate to reconsider this ranking and might be appropriate to reconsider this ranking and 
assign a ranking of summer assign a ranking of summer hauloutshaulouts below that of winter below that of winter 
rookeries and winter rookeries and winter hauloutshaulouts, both of which contain , both of which contain 
females with dependent young.females with dependent young.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

winter other

winter haulout

winter rookery

summer other

summer haulout

summer rookery
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Percentage of Sites
Within each site-type and proximity grouping, 

how many sites are affected?

•1-10%
•11-25%
•26-50%
•51-75%
•76-100%
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The interaction of The interaction of 
distance zones distance zones 
and numbers of and numbers of 
sites warrants sites warrants 
careful review; the careful review; the 
lack of differencelack of difference
between impacts between impacts 
to single sites and to single sites and 
multiple sites in multiple sites in 
the 0the 0--3 mile zone is 3 mile zone is 
counterintuitive.counterintuitive.
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Menu

Pollock
Pacific Cod
Atka Mackerel
Herring
Sand Lance
Octopus
Squid
Salmon
Snailfish

How sensitive are SSL to fishing?How sensitive are SSL to fishing?
Prey composition componentPrey composition component

22ndnd Dimension Dimension –– Part 2Part 2

Variables include:Variables include:
••SeasonSeason
••SubSub--region region 
••Target speciesTarget species
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Target SpeciesTarget Species

SeasonSeason WinterWinterSummerSummer

SubSub--regionregion EGOAEGOA CGOACGOA WGOAWGOA EAIEAI CAICAI

To what extent do the target species appear in the frequency of To what extent do the target species appear in the frequency of diet diet 
items of the SSL, by subitems of the SSL, by sub--region and season?region and season?

Second Dimension Second Dimension -- Effects of fishing on SSL Effects of fishing on SSL -- NutritionNutrition

Pacific codPacific cod PollockPollock AtkaAtka mackerelmackerel

WAIWAI PribsPribs

56 possible bins56 possible bins

OtherOther
New elementNew element
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Target Species of ConcernTarget Species of Concern
Walleye Pollock Walleye Pollock 
((TheragraTheragra chalcogrammachalcogramma)) Pacific Cod Pacific Cod 

((GadusGadus macrocephalusmacrocephalus))

Atka MackerelAtka Mackerel
((PleurogrammusPleurogrammus monopterygiusmonopterygius))

Other species:Other species:
Salmon
Herring
Arrowtooth flounder
Sand lance
Cephalopods
Misc. others
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Table 3.21 Percent frequency of occurrence of prey occurring in Steller sea lion scats collected 
from 1999 to 2005 (NMFS 2006b).

204114Poacher sp.

21313413302Capelin

71214141121Snailfish sp.

9117759141960Rock sole

8783751471813Cephalopods

581124541011Halibut

81051373111651Sand fish

18277175133311233Irish Lord sp.

131795314571421811Arrowtooth

2423253938161765283414Sand lance

621224121223135Herring

27213584295617572538617Salmon

463855212143325596Atka mackerel

263714543231363918266Pacific cod

3744288444693535346127Pollock
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Quick Demo of Expert ChoiceQuick Demo of Expert Choice

SSLMC Proposal Ranking ToolSSLMC Proposal Ranking Tool
Model Output

Show me the 
numbers…
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Model variable definitions for proposalsModel variable definitions for proposals
–– April 16 subcommittee  SSLMCPRTSSCApril 16 subcommittee  SSLMCPRTSSC

•• Report from Dan in JuneauReport from Dan in Juneau
–– Monday and Tuesday processMonday and Tuesday process

•• ChangesChanges
–– % of % of HOsHOs and and RKsRKs are calculated from latest NMML info are calculated from latest NMML info 

and regionsand regions
–– % TAC updates% TAC updates

–– Results from original 32 proposals Results from original 32 proposals 
•• #5 and #6 retracted earlier#5 and #6 retracted earlier
•• #24 and #7 retracted Tuesday and replaced by #33#24 and #7 retracted Tuesday and replaced by #33
•• Timing and process issuesTiming and process issues……

–– 6 proposals do not fit into model (1, 31, 32, 13, 23, 33)6 proposals do not fit into model (1, 31, 32, 13, 23, 33)
–– Several nearSeveral near--zero scoreszero scores

Model outputModel output
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Model output Model output -- weightsweights

Model weightsModel weights
-- Spreadsheet handoutSpreadsheet handout
-- Electronic copy available upon request Electronic copy available upon request 
(will go on the next CD)(will go on the next CD)

--Important to note the number of bins (Important to note the number of bins (206)206)
-- results in small scores for individual results in small scores for individual 
proposalsproposals
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Model output Model output -- ScoresScores

What do the numbers mean mathematically?What do the numbers mean mathematically?

Relative RankingRelative Ranking of SSLMC collective judgment of SSLMC collective judgment 
about the impacts of each proposal to SSL, about the impacts of each proposal to SSL, 
both effects to the prey field and effects to both effects to the prey field and effects to 
SSL through proximity and nutritionSSL through proximity and nutrition

ABSOLUTE NUMBERS ARE MEANINGLESSABSOLUTE NUMBERS ARE MEANINGLESS
ONLY RELATIVE RANKING IS OF INTERESTONLY RELATIVE RANKING IS OF INTEREST
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Revisions to SSL Protection MeasuresRevisions to SSL Protection Measures
SSLMC Proposal Ranking Tool (PRT) SSLMC Proposal Ranking Tool (PRT) 

••Spatially and temporally explicit model Spatially and temporally explicit model 

••Built with Analytic Hierarchy ProcessBuilt with Analytic Hierarchy Process

••Based on SSLMC Expert Judgment and dataBased on SSLMC Expert Judgment and data

Other considerations Other considerations 

••Anthropogenic effectsAnthropogenic effects
••BycatchBycatch
••Economic IssuesEconomic Issues
••SafetySafety
••Fisheries ManagementFisheries Management
••Jeopardy/Adverse modification determinationJeopardy/Adverse modification determination
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MODEL OUTPUT SCORES MODEL OUTPUT SCORES 
HAVE HAVE NONO INDICATION INDICATION 
OF A JEOPARDY OR OF A JEOPARDY OR 

ADVERSE MODIFICATION ADVERSE MODIFICATION 
OF CH DETERMINATIONOF CH DETERMINATION
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The scores…
Individual scores are very small numbers 

because the total weight of 1.0 is divided 
up into 206 ‘bins’

Look at the model weights handout

Model output Model output -- ScoresScores
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How does fishing How does fishing 
alter the prey field?alter the prey field?

How sensitive areHow sensitive are
SSL to fishing?SSL to fishing?

How often do target How often do target 
species occur in SSL diet?species occur in SSL diet?

Relative significance of proposed changes in fishery regulationsRelative significance of proposed changes in fishery regulations
that pertain to SSL and their preythat pertain to SSL and their prey

Effects of fishing on fishEffects of fishing on fish Effects of fishing on SSLEffects of fishing on SSL

SeasonSeason

% TAC% TAC

DurationDuration

SeasonSeasonSiteSite--typetype

ProximityProximity

% sites% sites

SubSub--regionregion

TargetTarget

SummerSummer
WinterWinter
SummerSummer--WinterWinter
WinterWinter--SummerSummer

11--5%5%
66--10%10%
>10%>10%
No changeNo change

ShorterShorter

LongerLonger

Same durationSame duration

11--10%10%
1111--25%25%
2626--50%50%
5151--75%75%
7676--100%100%

00--3 nm3 nm
33--10 nm10 nm
1010--20 nm20 nm
20+ nm20+ nm
Not CHNot CH

Winter RookeryWinter Rookery
Winter HauloutWinter Haulout
Winter OtherWinter Other

SummerSummer
WinterWinter

Pacific codPacific cod
PollockPollock
Atka mackerelAtka mackerel

EGOAEGOA
CGOACGOA
WGOAWGOA
EAI/BSEAI/BS
CAICAI
WAIWAI
PribsPribs

Summer RookerySummer Rookery
Summer HauloutSummer Haulout
Summer OtherSummer Other

OtherOther

.0624 .0624 ‘‘HighHigh’’ ScoreScore
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How does fishing How does fishing 
alter the prey field?alter the prey field?

How sensitive areHow sensitive are
SSL to fishing?SSL to fishing?

How often do target How often do target 
species occur in SSL diet?species occur in SSL diet?

Relative significance of proposed changes in fishery regulationsRelative significance of proposed changes in fishery regulations
that pertain to SSL and their preythat pertain to SSL and their prey

Effects of fishing on fishEffects of fishing on fish Effects of fishing on SSLEffects of fishing on SSL

SeasonSeason

% TAC% TAC

DurationDuration

SeasonSeasonSiteSite--typetype

ProximityProximity

% sites% sites

SubSub--regionregion

TargetTarget

SummerSummer
WinterWinter
SummerSummer--WinterWinter
WinterWinter--SummerSummer

11--5%5%
66--10%10%
>10%>10%
No changeNo change

ShorterShorter

LongerLonger

Same durationSame duration

11--10%10%
1111--25%25%
2626--50%50%
5151--75%75%
7676--100%100%

00--3 nm3 nm
33--10 nm10 nm
1010--20 nm20 nm
20+ nm20+ nm
Not CHNot CH

Winter RookeryWinter Rookery
Winter HauloutWinter Haulout
Winter OtherWinter Other

SummerSummer
WinterWinter

Pacific codPacific cod
PollockPollock
Atka mackerelAtka mackerel

EGOAEGOA
CGOACGOA
WGOAWGOA
EAI/BSEAI/BS
CAICAI
WAIWAI
PribsPribs

Summer RookerySummer Rookery
Summer HauloutSummer Haulout
Summer OtherSummer Other

OtherOther

.00000005  .00000005  ‘‘LowLow’’ ScoreScore
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Remember, high scores indicate greater impact to SSL Remember, high scores indicate greater impact to SSL 
(in the (in the SSLMCSSLMC’’ss opinion)opinion)

Since we are measuring impact:Since we are measuring impact:
•• positive net score indicates negative impact to SSLpositive net score indicates negative impact to SSL

–– Shifting TAC for prey species into a season in which the prey isShifting TAC for prey species into a season in which the prey is
more important to SSLmore important to SSL

–– Opening a previously closed area of CH to fishing effortOpening a previously closed area of CH to fishing effort
•• negative net score indicates positive impact to SSLnegative net score indicates positive impact to SSL

–– Either the proposal contains protection outright (Either the proposal contains protection outright (DalnoiDalnoi) or) or
–– The proposal results in a situation that is of less impact to SSThe proposal results in a situation that is of less impact to SSL L 

than status quothan status quo

Hypothetical high  .0624Hypothetical high  .0624
Hypothetical low   .00000005Hypothetical low   .00000005

Model output Model output -- ScoresScores
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PRT scoresPRT scores……
I reported actual scores and net scores.I reported actual scores and net scores.
Net scores remove the effect of status quo.Net scores remove the effect of status quo.

Actual net scores ranged from Actual net scores ranged from 
High .0248  High .0248  
Low Low --.0087.0087
0 score indicates undetectable effect from PRT 0 score indicates undetectable effect from PRT 

when rounded to 5 decimal placeswhen rounded to 5 decimal places

2 Handouts2 Handouts

Model output Model output -- ScoresScores
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Nutrition scores Nutrition scores –– used 3used 3rdrd arm of the model only arm of the model only 
and without removing status quo to give some and without removing status quo to give some 
kind of indication about the importance of that kind of indication about the importance of that 
fishing activity in the diet of SSL in that area and fishing activity in the diet of SSL in that area and 
seasonseason

Again, positive and negative scores based on main Again, positive and negative scores based on main 
model score and WORST CASE SCENARIOmodel score and WORST CASE SCENARIO

No net score reportedNo net score reported

Can NOT add number to PRT output!!!Can NOT add number to PRT output!!!
Just another piece of information to be consideredJust another piece of information to be considered

Model output Model output -- NutritionNutrition


